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ψڕאਢณΔᦰڕਢᆖωΚאຍᑌऱณ
ᅪΔࠐᦰຍᑌऱᆖΖאչᏖᑌऱณᅪ
ࡋΛאጐࡗຍԫೋณᅪࠐᦰጐՕچຍ
ԫ࠴ᆖΖ
ψᒡࠐآᎾΔኧࢍ༤༤ωΚጐࠐآ
ᎾΔՈਢᦰຍԫຝᆖΔኧࢍࣔػຍԫ
ຝᆖऱሐΖ
ψۍംႆᘋΔ༓౨ٽމωΚה۰ऱ
ֱچΔ㠪ڶԿۍംΔ༉ړቝႆ߷Ꮦᑌ
ࠐࠐװװຍᑌڍΖڶຍᏖڍऱംᠲΔ
߷Ꮦ౨టהࡉإᏘቔઌᅝΔլהڇऱ૿
ছࠐزਈՀଅऱԳਢৰ֟ऱΙڶԫଡ
ԳլהᎅࣚऱΔࢬהאթྤᡶΖ
ψ᧵ຉΔ壀ᕐ⭇⭇ωΚᣜ᧵ਢ
ଡոᡬΔߨሁլᔏسΙ߄ڶԫଡ
ऱࣟ۫ࠝ߷ڇΔ༉լߨ߷ଡֱچΔ߄
៥መװΖࢬאຍଡψωΔਢᎅ߄ຍ
ጟո֨១ऴਢᡬ㠪ᙰ֨ړ່چऱԫଡΙ
߄Ոլ႞سΔՈլהࠡپऱࣟ۫Δᣜ
᧵ਢຍᑌऱΖ߷ᏖຍۯԫஃΔהՈ

Praise:
With the “eye of thusness,”
He reads the “sutra of thusness”. !
To the end of the future,
He understands thoroughly.
A hundred questions gather like clouds:
How many can meet the challenge?
Like a unicorn’s hoofs he rises up;
Like a divine horse he gallops.
Commentary:
A verse in praise says: With the “eye of thusness,” he reads the “sutra of
thusness.” What kind of eye did he use? The eye that exhausts heaven and
earth, with the eye that can read one roll of the sutra that contains the entire
great earth to exhaustion of future time. To the end of the future, he is still
reading the sutra. He understands thoroughly the principle of the sutra.
A hundred questions gather like clouds. The hundred questions
were like clouds gathering together. In his room he already had prepared
three hundred questions like gathering clouds. How many can meet the
challenge? How many could win? Facing that many questions, how many
people could be his match? Few people would not lose to him. Because of
his eloquence, few people were not persuaded by him. He had unobstructed
eloquence.
Like a unicorn’s hoofs he rises up. The unicorn is the most humane
animal. Whenever it walks, it even steps over worms. Just watch. If there is
a living being on the ground, a unicorn won’t go that direction. It will take
another path. With such a humane heart, it is the kindest of all animals. It
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༉ړቝՏߺհᕐΔၒৰݶऱΙࢬהא
ᆖመ۞ᤚஃԫរΔࠥܛה༉ၲஔΔৰ
ݶऱ༉१ءᝫԱΖ
˫ᄲ⁝͠Ĉ
߸ౌາعய෪ᐷ!!!˘۰࢛̙Т
Ȉ˘˚ᇎ௲ܸ!!!˟˝ৼԦ˞ဧࡓ
ͽтߏீགྷ!!!ϡԧჷ҅ڱᛗ
Ϗֽᅫ૱ჟซ!!!Α͈јሢᔄ఼
ψੋຟᄅࢌขွᚊωΚຍੋຟᄅࢌΔ༉
ਢੋ߷ڠଡֱچΔՈ༉ਢ۫ۂতৄΖ
ຍଡֱچᚊွᔘנΖψԫ༇ृ૮լ
ٵωΚ༉ஞຍۯԫ༇ृࠐᎅΔה༉ਢ
ፖฒլٵऱΖ৻ᏖፖฒլٵऄࡋΛ
ψԼԫԭᐡๅঋีωΚڇԼԫ
ᄣΔ׀הᘣຓऱழଢΔהᤚຍଡԳ
سৰဠڐΔչᏖຟլΔࢬא༉נ୮
ԱΖ
ψԲݹԱቺદωΚԲΔ༉
ਢԼԶᄣΖԼԶᄣה༉࠹ࠠߩݹΔނદ
ቺຍक़क़չᏖնक़Զ॰ऱࠃൣຟԱ
ԱΔຟ࣋ՀԱΖ
ψڕאਢณᦰᆖࠢωΚאຍԫጟ
ྤࢬചထΔ౨אధ࣋Հ۞ڇऱຍጟณ
ᅪΔࠐᦰՕچຍԫ࠴ऱᆖࠢΖຍଡဠ
़ऄ㠪ᙰΔᆄࠃᆄढຟਢࠝ߷ڇዝᎅ
ݎऄࡋΜ܃౨ނאຍଡݎऄᦫᄎԱΔຍ
༉ਢڕאਢณڇຍࠝᦰᆖࠢΖ
ψݺشፊۘᦫऄᤪωΚݺشፊऱ
ຍଡۘںΔᦫऄऱᤪᜢΖຍଡऄ༉ړቝ
ᑈቔඣᤪԫᑌऱΔחԳᤞᙌԱΖ
ψᒡࠐآᎾൄ壄ၞωΚڕאਢณ
ࠐᦰڕਢᆖΔݺאፊۘࠐᦫᑈቔඣᤪΔ
شຍጟऱ壄壀ΔழழຟਢຍᑌΖ
ψګ֛פᑵྥຏωΚ֛ࠩפ
Ա୮Δ༉չᏖຟࣔػԱΔྥၲஔԱΖ
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won’t harm any living creatures or eat other living creatures.
Like a divine horse he gallops. The Master was just like a horse that can
run extremely fast. So, given a small hint from Master Lu Men, the Master
became enlightened and immediately returned to his origin. He was so quick,
just like a supernatural horse that can run a thousand miles in an instant.
Another verse :
An elephant-and-dragon was born in Hongdu.
Venerable Yi Bian was outstanding and distinguished.
He was relieved of the burden of the mundane world at age eleven.
At age eighteen, he received the precepts and transcended the red dust.
With eyes of thusness he read the sutra of thusness.
With ears of self-listening he heard the Dharma bell.
Being vigorous to the end of the future,
When his skill ripened, he gained sudden insight.
Commentary:
An elephant-and-dragon was born in Hongdu. In Hongdu, elephants and
dragons are born. It is said that many outstanding people were born in the
Hong district. For example, the Venerable Yi Bian was unique.
Venerable Yi Bian was outstanding and distinguished. / He was
relieved of the burden of the mundane world at age eleven when his father
died. He was different from us. In what way? He left the life of a householder
at the age 11 after his father died. He felt that nothing in his life was real. He
didn’t want anything, he renounced everything, then he became a monk.
At age eighteen, he received the precepts and transcended the red
dust. At age 18, he received the complete precepts. To “transcend the red
dust” means he saw through the joys of the material world and put them all
down.
With eyes of thusness he read the sutra of thusness, using this kind of
non-attachment, with perception that “saw through and let go”, he read the
sutra, reciting one roll of the sutra of the great earth. Everything in the empty
Dharma Realm is speaking the wonderful Dharma. If you are able to listen
to and understand the wonderful Dharma, then you are using these kind of
eyes to read this sutra.
With ears of self-listening he heard the Dharma bell. The Dharma
is like the drum and bell in the morning and evening, which could wake us
up.
Being vigorous to the end of the future. One should always have the
kind of spirit and vigor to use this type of eye and ear to read the sutra and
listen to the sound of the drum in the evening and the bell in the morning.
When his skill ripened, he gained sudden insight. He became enlightened
and suddenly understood everything.

